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GUIDANCE NOTE FOR JUDGES OF THE ASIAN GROUP
Purpose of this note
The Asian Group BAC offers this guide to enhance and clarify the Asian
Group Standard of Points, a revised and updated version of which was
agreed and published in 2007. The aims are:
•

To preserve the standard of type in the Asian at its best

•

To prevent modification of the breed by award of prestigious
Certificates to inferior cats.

•

To minimise misunderstanding of the breed

Overall description of breed
The Asian Group of cats contains five distinct recognised varieties: Self,
Burmilla (Shaded), Smoke, Tabby, & Tiffanie. The Asian is an elegant cat
of medium foreign type; the phenotype is exactly the same as the
Burmese, but with a wide variety of colours and patterns permissible, and in
the case of the Tiffanie a semi-long haired coat. The range of colours,
patterns and coat length make the breed a challenging breed to judge.

Origins and genetic make-up
The breed originated in 1981 and initially arose out of a cross between a
Burmese and a Chinchilla Persian. The decision was made very early that
the desired phenotype of the breed should be that of a Burmese, the
Chinchilla providing the basis for the variety of self colours, patterns, silver
(Inhibitor) gene and semi-long coat length (Tiffanie). Although the breed is
now almost 30 years old, there is a need to monitor closely to avoid any
suggestion of Persian type in Asian cats.
In the Asian “type” takes precedent over colour, pattern or coat
length/texture, but in all cases the Asian should be judged “in the
round” and certificates or First Prize in the case of kittens, should be
withheld for poor colour or pattern, or in a Tiffanie for a coat that is
too short, over long, or thick and woolly.
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Guidance on judging type
Head and Ears: When viewed from the front a good Asian head forms a
balanced short blunt wedge-shape, with good width at the cheek-bones
tapering smoothly to a strong blunt muzzle of good breadth, but not
“squared” or “boxy”, there should be gentle curves and not sharp angles
(Fig 1). A muzzle that lacks sufficient breadth at the jaw hinge is
undesirable; a slightly pointed muzzle of good breadth is preferable to a fine
blunt muzzle. There should be no evidence of a “pinch”. The head should
not appear too small in proportion to the body and should be set on an
elegant neck of medium length. Ear-set should be assessed when the cat
is relaxed. Ears should be medium to large, broad at the base with rounded
tips, and spaced well apart so that the outer edges of the ears continue the
line of the wedge. The head should be slightly rounded between the ears,
not flat or excessively rounded. Small “neat” ears and a well rounded top of
head, giving an appearance reminiscent of the Asian’s Chinchilla Persian
ancestry, is undesirable, this is best assessed by viewing the head from
behind. Ears that are overlarge, have pointed tips, or ears set slightly
vertical to the head, and/or close set are also undesirable.
Fig 1

In profile the head should ideally show good depth to the skull with a gentle
curve to the forehead. A flat or well rounded forehead is undesirable
although some allowance should be made for a flattening of the forehead in
older cats. The ears should tilt forward slightly when viewed from the side.
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A distinct break at the bridge of the nose is characteristic of the breed; a
near straight profile or a concave dip in the profile line is incorrect. From
the break the nose should be straight to the tip, a slight falling away or
“rolling off” at the nose-leather is permissible, but a marked falling away at
the tip is a fault. A distinct bump or curving on the nose between the break
and the nose-leather is also a fault. The chin should be perpendicular to
the tip of the nose and should be firm and of good depth. Many Asians lack
sufficient depth to the chin and this lack of depth should not be overly
penalised; a chin which recedes is of more concern than one that is a little
lacking in depth. When viewed from the front the chin should show width
too, as a narrow or excessively tapering chin (when viewed from the front)
is undesirable.
Bites: Should always be checked as uneven bites are an issue in Asians,
generally bites that are misaligned tend to be undershot, but occasionally
overshot bites are seen (see Fig 2). Incorrect bites are not a serious fault in
the breed, but there are enough incidents to necessitate breeders and
judges monitoring regularly and carefully. Asians do sometimes have
uneven incisor teeth which can fail to meet because either the upper or
lower set falls back or is uneven and/or have teeth missing, this is not
necessarily a fault and judges should check carefully. If gums are level and
the canine teeth are correctly set then the cat should not be penalised for
uneven or missing incisors.
Fig 2

Eyes: Should be large for the face and lustrous in appearance. The shape
of the eye in the Asian and Burmese breeds is distinctive and unique – the
top lid should form a slight curve which slants towards the nose, the lower
lid is noticeably fuller and more rounded in shape than the upper lid, giving
the unique “glowering” (evil) or “wicked” expression characteristic of the
Asian and Burmese. An oval or almond shaped eye is incorrect, as is a
near round shape and/or eyes that are protuberant. The set of the eyes is
also important, as they should be set well apart with a slant towards the
nose. A few cats are appearing on the show-bench with a straight set to
the eyes; this is incorrect and should be penalised.
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Eye colour may be any colour from green through yellowish green,
chartreuse and yellow, to gold, with green preferred in cats expressing the
silver gene and golden yellow preferred in the Asian Self. Any evidence of
blue, orange or copper should be penalised; a few cats are appearing on
the bench with “barley-sugar” orange eyes which is incorrect (see also later
under Eye Colour).
Body: The Asian is a cat of medium size. The body should be balanced
and slender in shape with an elegant medium foreign bone-structure, it
should feel firm, lithe and muscular and noticeably heavier than its size
might indicate in comparison with other foreign breeds. The back should be
straight from shoulder to rump and the chest generous and gently rounded,
but not overly deep or disproportionately broad. Any obvious/noticeable
tendency to fine boning and the svelte shape of the oriental breed, or the
thicker boning and cobbiness of British or Persian breeds is a serious fault
and should result in withholding of a Certificate or First Prize in kittens.
However, allowance should be made for a slender slightly rangy body
shape in adolescent cats, which have yet to reach true maturity, as it
generally takes up to three years for an Asian to mature fully and achieve a
totally balanced and “finished” appearance (see Fig 4).
Legs and paws: Limbs should be slender, shapely and elegant, of
medium length and proportionate to the body with the hind legs slightly
longer than the forelegs. The paws should be neat and oval in shape,
compact and not over-large in proportion to the legs (Fig 3). There should
be five toes on the front paws and four toes on the back paws. In the case
of the Tiffanie allowance should be made for the feet appearing slightly
larger due to tufts of hair between the toes.

Fig 3
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Tail: The tail should be moderately thick/heavy at the base and taper
evenly and gently to a finer rounded tip; the hairs at the tip come to a point
and can be described as forming a shape similar to an artist’s thick camel
hair paintbrush. The should be no bends or kinks at any point along the
length of the tail, however, Asian cats do occasionally exhibit a fixed
deviation near the tip of the tail, this is a fault; however a very small bony
excrescence or “pip” at the tip, may be overlooked in an otherwise excellent
cat. The tail length should be medium to long such that when the tail is
brought gently around the side of the body the tip should reach the
shoulder. Many Asian cats have a tail length slightly short of the shoulder,
and should not be excessively penalised for this.
Condition and temperament:
The temperament and character of the Asian is an important aspect of the
breed. The Asian should be a friendly, even-tempered and generally
confident cat and in normal conditions should be easy to handle and to
assess in a show situation. Breeders pay particular regard to socialising
kittens and ensuring good temperament, and any extreme aggression
without good cause should be penalised by judges on the show bench.
All exhibits should be clean, healthy and well presented.
Fig 4
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SCALE OF POINTS
(except Tiffanie)
Type
Head .......................................................................................................................15
Ears ..........................................................................................................................5
Eye Shape and Set .................................................................................................10
Body .......................................................................................................................10
Legs and Paws .......................................................................................................10
Tail ..........................................................................................................................5
55
Colour and Marking
Coat Colour and Pattern .........................................................................................20
Eye Colour and Rims ................................................................................................5
Length and Texture of Coat ....................................................................................10
35
Overall Condition and Temperament ......................................................................10
Total

100

Withhold all Awards for:
1.

Extreme aggressive temperament

Withhold Certificates or First Prizes in Kitten Open Classes for:
1.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

White markings anywhere, other than those referred to in the colour
description
Too British, Siamese or Persian in type
Coat in Asian Shorthairs too long and/or thick, including overlarge ear tufts.
Coat in Asian Semi-Longhairs (Tiffanie) too shaggy, i.e. with excessive
undercoat.
Protuberant, round or oriental shaped eyes.
Noticeably small or close-set eyes
Lack of weight or condition
Small or fine-boned adults
Any defect as listed in the preface to the SOP booklet.

Faults:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A distinct muzzle pinch in adults.
Flat or dished brows
Nose showing distinct bump in adults
Nose leather falling away markedly
Extremes of coat colour

2.
3.
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A cat exhibiting a number of minor faults in combination should not be
awarded a Challenge Certificate; the number of “faults” acceptable is
dependent on the level of the award – more leeway being given in the Open
class for a CC than in an Imperial Grand class. Judges should note
however that it is not necessary for an Asian to have a recognised
withholding fault for a Certificate to be withheld, if in the opinion of the judge
the combined number of small faults (of type, colour, pattern and/or hair
length and texture) justifies such a decision.

Guidance on judging colour
The Asian Registration Policy recognises 34 main colours, 17 basic colours
(Black, Blue, Chocolate, Lilac, Cinnamon, Fawn, Caramel, Red, Cream
Apricot, Black Tortie, Blue Tortie, Chocolate Tortie, Lilac Tortie, Cinnamon
Tortie, Fawn Tortie and Caramel Tortie), but both as full expression and
modified by the Burmese Colour Restriction (BCR) gene. The latter can
make a significant difference to the expression of some colours – in
particular Black, which turns Seal Brown, Chocolate, which turns from dark
chestnut brown to a lighter “milky coffee” colour, and Caramel which in BCR
can express itself as a pale taupe with liquid honey coloured overtones . In
addition the Inhibitor (silver) gene further modifies these main colours,
tending to take some of the warmth from the main colour and producing a
different overall appearance to the cat and providing further variety. Finally
hair length affects colour expression in that the colour is distributed along a
greater surface area of the hair shaft and therefore judges will not see the
same intensity of colour on the lower parts of the hair shaft in a Tiffanie as
they will see in a short-haired Asian variety.
This relatively large and variable gene pool affecting colour makes the
Asian a challenging breed to assess in terms of colour and pattern, there
are in fact 816 possible recognised varieties of the Asian cat, if one takes
into account, colour, pattern, Burmese Colour Restriction, Silver and hair
length, and a significant number of these variations have not been seen on
the show bench or at seminars - some have not yet been bred in this
country. Judges are strongly encouraged to familiarise themselves with this
wide range and variety by attending seminars whenever possible and by
viewing and if possible handling cats of less frequently seen colours and/or
patterns whenever they appear at shows.
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All colours
The colour should be dense and vibrant and an even depth of tone and
richness of colour is desirable; in most colours the overall tone should also
be warm, the exceptions being Cream and Caramel where a cool-toned
effect is desirable. Judges should pay particular attention to the colour
descriptions given in the SOP and be aware that, because of the large
number of gene mutations present within the overall Asian breed, colours
are occasionally produced that do not readily appear to fit the Standard
descriptions, leading to doubts about whether cats are correctly registered.
For example it can sometimes be difficult to decide whether a cat is Lilac or
Caramel, or whether a cat is a Cream Ticked Tabby or a Cream Silver
Ticked Tabby, particularly in the case of kittens or young adults.
Allowance should be made in immature animals, and kittens and young
adults given the benefit of the doubt in terms of colour registration, unless
the judge is sure that the colour is incorrect. For example, if the cat could
possibly be Lilac or Caramel, but is registered as Lilac make allowance, but
question the colour in the critique and if possible find the owner and talk to
them about the reasons for doubt. However if, for example, the cat is
clearly Seal Brown in colour but registered as Black the judge should mark
the cat “wrong colour” and again seek to speak to the owner after judging if
at all possible.
Full Expression (FE)
Breeders aspire to produce a Self coloured Asian with a solid, dense, even
coat colour, rich in tone and with good colour to the roots. Although
ultimately it may be possible to breed Asian Selfs with almost sound coats,
at present the Standard calls for “good colour to the roots” i.e .that the
colour should lighten gradually toward the base of the hair shaft, so that in
the case of a Bombay for example, the colour at the tip should be dense jet
black graduating to a dark seal brown at the roots, the darker the better.
Red, Cream and Apricot cats will be noticeably paler at the roots because
of the action of the Orange gene which is epistatic.
In Smoke and Tabby Patterns the same rich, dense, even top colour as in
the Self, is required/desired. Once again it is stressed here that the
presence of the Inhibitor (silver) gene tends to have a cooling effect overall
on the colour (see below under Silver).
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Burmese Colour Restriction (BCR)
The Burmese Colour Restriction gene is a gene in the Albino series which
serves to lighten the expression of the normal FE colour it is sensitive to
temperature and expresses itself as a darker richer colour in the cooler
areas of the body (ears, face, upper-back) and lighter tone on warmer areas
such as under-parts. A Burmese coloured cat is not a self coloured cat; it is
not possible for the colour to be sound to the roots and the colour will
always graduate to a noticeably lighter colour towards the base of the hairs
shaft (it should not look like a smoke effect though). Colour darkens with
age and maturity so kittens will always be lighter and may show some
unevenness in tone of colour; in the case of unpatterned cats some
faint/ghost tabby markings may be visible in kittens, which often fade with
age as the main colour darkens and the ghost markings merge into it.
Silver
This effect is caused by the Inhibitor gene – as the name suggests this
gene inhibits the production of the normal colour, giving in the case of its
ultimate expression a cat with colour only at the tip of each hair. However,
the silver effect is not a true white, since the Inhibitor is not 100% effective
in stopping colour molecules being laid onto the hair-shaft - thus all Silver
cats are white with just a hint of the top colour toning or shading the white.
The Inhibitor is a volatile gene and does not express itself uniformly across
all cats, thus some cats have a lot of silver on the hairs, and others have
little, sometime so little that it can barely be seen.
Silver can take some time to develop and settle in an individual cat, and for
this reason some allowance should be made in kittens and young cats for
lack of silver or lack of clarity in the silver expressed. However, an adult
silver cat should have the correct amount of silver, as defined in the
Standard of Points for that Asian variety, and the silver should be clear, cool
in tone and “sparkling”, not greyish or “muddy”. Ideally there should be no
tarnishing, (yellowish discolouration, often on the face, chest and legs),
caused by imperfect working of the Inhibitor gene. Tarnishing is a fault, a
small amount around the muzzle, for example, is acceptable in an
otherwise excellent cat, but large amounts of tarnishing are undesirable and
should be penalised; an adult cat displaying extensive tarnishing (face,
chest, legs, under-parts) should not be awarded a Challenge Certificate in
the Open class.
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Caramel
Caramel is caused by a dominant gene, the Dilute Modifier (DM), which as
the name suggests only expresses itself on dilute colours – blue, lilac, fawn
and cream; it has no discernable effect on dominant colours. When present
the gene “caramelises” the colour, adding a brownish hue to the original
colour so that blue turns a brownish grey, lilac turns taupe overlaid with
liquid honey tones particularly when the Burmese Colour Restriction gene is
also present. Fawn based caramel is a very similar shade of taupe with
perhaps the hint of a slightly more rosy hue, and cream turns into a warm
toned apricot with a slightly pinkish cast. The DM gene is quite variable in
its effect giving rise to a range of tones even between cats of the same
base colour. For example, full expression blue may vary from a dark
brownish grey with an almost aubergine overtone to a medium rather
sludgy brownish grey. In a mature (adult) cat it should be possible to see a
distinct “metallic” sheen on the more rounded areas of the body where the
hair is shortest, particularly the forehead, top of head, around the paw pads
and up the back of the hocks.
Judges should take the opportunity to view and handle as many caramel
coloured Asians as possible to become familiar with the way the tone varies
between different cats; when the genetic base colour is different: in self and
tabby patterned, and when both the silver and BCR genes are present –
these will all have a slightly different effect on the tone of caramel
expressed.
Cinnamon & Fawn
Cinnamon and Fawn are newly recognised colours (from June 2008) and
very few are appearing on the show bench as yet. Cinnamon is a further
mutation of the gene which produces chocolate and is recessive to both
black and chocolate. The colour is a warm rich medium cinnamon brown in
full expression and a lighter cinnamon brown when BCR is present, and in
each case the cinnamon should have a bright and distinctly reddish or
rufous overtone to the colour. A yellowish tone is undesirable and a cold
dull tone should be penalised
Fawn is the dilute form and as with Cinnamon there’s a rufous effect so the
fawn should be a warm mushroom tone with a warm rosy overtone; with
BCR present a paler pearly fawn tone is correct, again with a warm pinkish
cast. Cold or blue tones should be penalised.
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Tortie Colours
In all Tortie colours any mix of the relevant two colours is permissible; the
colours may be well mingled (and usually are), but equally patches of colour
or solid legs or a solid tail are all perfectly acceptable. In tabby patterns,
particularly Shaded, there is a tendency for there to be much greater areas
of the non-red series colour and it can sometimes be difficult to find the
small amount of red, cream or apricot that will confirm the cat as a
tortoiseshell. However, providing that a small area of red/cream/apricot is
visible this is correct and a cat must not be penalised for having very small
amounts of either of its tortie colours.
Fig 5
Caramel Tortie Silver Shaded (BCR)
Caramel Shaded (BCR)
Photo Robert Fox
Photo Bruce Lauchlan

Cinnamon Self

Photo Alan Robinson

Black Tortie
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Photo Alan Robinson

Eye Colour
Eye colour may range from pale green through shades of green and yellow
chartreuse to clear yellow, golden yellow and amber. Blue and orange are
incorrect the eyes should not be so lacking in yellow tone that they are
more blue than green at one end of the spectrum, nor so rich an amber that
they are more orange than yellow at the other end of the spectrum (Fig 6).
The Burmese Colour Restriction gene does have the same colour
restricting effect on eye colour as on coat colour, so generally speaking
judges should not expect the eye colour in cats expressing BCR to be as
deep and rich in tone as a full expression cat, although there are exceptions
and one does occasionally see rich deep eye colour in BCR Asians.
The standard states that in a Self coloured Asian golden yellow eye-colour
is preferred, and that in silver cats green eye-colour is preferred. This does
not mean that a Bombay with green eyes is incorrect and similarly for a
Black Silver Ticked Tabby, golden yellow eyes are perfectly acceptable.
However, the standard does ask judges faced with, for example two
Bombays in a class which are very well matched in type, coat and colour,
but where one has pale green eyes and the other rich golden yellow eyes,
to award the latter cat with the better (preferred) eye colour the higher
placing in the class.
Fig 6: Shades of from chartreuse yellow to amber are correct as are
shades of chartreuse green through to vivid green.
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Fig 7
1. Orange (incorrect)

2. Gold

3. Yellow

4. Green

5. Blue (incorrect)

Nose leather - Appropriate to the coat colour. In agouti (Tabby and Shaded) cats,
may be pink rimmed with the equivalent self or tortie colour.
Paw-pads – Appropriate to the coat colour.
Withhold Certificates or First Prizes in Kitten Open Classes for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A noticeable number or patch of white hairs
Coat not well coloured to the roots in Selfs (or distinct paling of colour
towards the roots)
Distinct tabby marks except in kittens
Rusty tinge to coat in adults
Unevenness of coat colour except in Red, Cream and Apricot
General Asian withholding faults

Faults:
1.
2.

Faint tabby makings in adults; these may be overlooked in Red, Cream
and Apricot.
General Asian faults.
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Smoke
A good Asian Smoke when sitting or lying in repose should appear at first
glance to be either a Self or Burmese coloured cat (depending on whether
the cat is FE or BCR). It is only when examined more closely that the
underlying silver base should become visible, especially when the cat
moves and the action of muscle movement on the body causes the hairs to
part revealing the sparkling silver base peeking through and creating an
effect reminiscent of smoke drifting in the air, giving a sense of “light and
shade”, which is particularly distinct in a dark coloured cat.
The effect works best when the degree of silver expression by the Inhibitor
gene is fairly restricted and the Standard of Points calls for the silver to
extend from a third to no more than half way up the length of the hair shaft,
with a sharp change at that point to the full rich top colour for the upper
length of the hair. Some Smoke Asians have a greater amount of silver
extending well up the hair-shaft, which tends to “bleed” through the top
colour and is clearly visible even when the cat is still, giving a mottled effect
to the colour; this is undesirable and should be penalised.
The typical Smoke has on closer inspection, a slightly speckled effect on
the face caused by the silver peeking through on the much shorter hairs
and often has faint silvery “clown” marks surrounding the eyes where the
hair is thin. Occasionally ghost tabby markings may be seen on the legs,
tail and lower body in kittens, and these should fade with maturity as the top
colour darkens. Tabby markings in adults are undesirable and should be
penalised.
Judges should note that as stated earlier, the Inhibitor gene tends to draw
some of the warmth and depth/intensity from the top colour in a Smoke, so
that this may not be such a rich, warm vibrant tone as in a Self or Burmese
coloured cat.
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Fig 8

Fig 9

Withhold Certificates or First Prizes in Kitten Open Classes for:
1.

Silver showing through the coat.

2. Distinct tabby markings in adults
3. General Asian withholding faults.
Faults:
1.

Faint tabby markings in adults; these may be overlooked in Red, Cream and
Apricot

Guidance on judging pattern
A clear, well defined and distinct pattern is very desirable in all Asian
Tabbies whether Shaded, Ticked, Classic, Mackerel or Spotted. Much work
has been done to develop the Ticked Tabby and also the Shaded or
“Burmilla”, which was the original pattern that Miranda von Kirchberg and
the early breeders of Asians produced from first crosses of the two
foundation breeds, Burmese and Chinchilla. Much less attention and
dedicated work has been devoted to breeding the remaining three Tabby
patterns and consequently they are less numerous and tend to be of
somewhat poorer quality. Work is underway by a small number of breeders
to improve these patterns and they are beginning to appear more frequently
on the show bench.
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Shaded (Burmilla)
The Shaded is an agouti (tabby patterned) cat, the pattern originating from
the Chinchilla half of the original mating that created the Asian breed. All
Shaded cats have an underlying genetic tabby pattern - Classic, Mackerel,
Spotted or Ticked most Chinchillas are Classic based, but the underlying
pattern in the Asian is frequently Ticked, because most Burmese are tickedbased and this breed has been, and continues to be, used extensively in
Asian breeding programmes.
The minimal requirements to produce a Shaded are the following attributes:
agouti gene, the undercoat width genes (wide-band genes) and a collection
of different sets of polygenes that affect the number of bands of colour on
each hair and serve to clear the residual striping on both the torso and
extremities. This diverse and quite volatile collection of genes and polygenes work in combination to create the Shaded pattern and the diversity
and randomness of the genes means that in fact no Shaded cat has only
shaded/tipped hairs. The tipping on the ends of the hair may appear on
quick inspection to be even, but close inspection reveals that, like
snowflakes, nearly every hair is different from each other – one has a short
banded tip, the next may have 2 dark bands, the next may have a medium
tip, and so on (see Figs 10 & 11). Thorough inspection reveals that some
hairs are even solid colours or non-tipped, this loss of co-ordination from
hair to hair has been attributed to “Confusion” polygenes – this is in sharp
contrast to Ticked Tabby banding that tends to be very even.
Fig 10

Fig 11
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The best definition of a Shaded pattern is one in which the hairs are tipped
with colour and the overall appearance is of a cat without striping, slightly
darker along the top midline and shading to untipped (silvery-white on a
silver shaded, pale golden brown on a black non-silver) on the under-parts
(Fig 12). The presence of the silver Inhibitor gene does not define a
Shaded cat, nor is it necessary for a Shaded. The ideal aimed for in a
Shaded Asian (shorthair or Tiffanie) is a cat that has black, brown, blue, etc,
tipped hairs with the base colour extending at least half the way to the tip,
fairly minimal barring or no barring on the legs and tail, a well broken
necklace, and non-tipped hairs on the underbelly and inside of the legs.
Photo Tetsu Yamazaki

Fig 12

The SOP allows for a wide range of variation in the degree of shaded
pattern for a Shaded Asian (see Fig 13). The important consideration is
that the cat clearly appears shaded (ie. there is a majority of tipped hairs to
give the visual impression of a shaded pattern), even though a number of
ticked hairs are intermingled among the tipped, and that the shaded pattern
is evenly distributed over the torso. Lightly shaded cats with minimal colour
must have enough pattern-colour to indicate that they are definitely shaded,
although this may only colour the very tip of each hair. Heavily shaded cats
are more likely to cause doubt and confusion as the ticked hairs randomly
intermingled will be more evident because the wide-band genes are not
clearing the lower extremities of the hairs of the top-colour so multi-banding
will be more visible; this can lead to judges questioning the registration of
some cats. However, the amount of ticking should not be so much as to
cast doubt that the cat is Shaded, and when viewed as a whole the cat
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should look Shaded and not Ticked. This can be more difficult to assess in
dilute colours, particularly the pale colours and judges will need to examine
the hairs carefully and come to a conclusion on the overall effect and
whether this is consistent with the registration number of the cat in question.
The Shaded pattern takes time to develop fully and allowance should be
made in kittens and young adults for some evidence of the underlying tabby
pattern to show through, thus there may be more ticked hairs in the coat of
a young cat, some of which will clear or be masked by the developing effect
of the wide-band genes as the cat matures.
Head, facial & leg markings: There is more likely to be a “skullcap” rather
than the more complex “scarab” mark on the forehead and there should be
“eye-liner” in the appropriate colour framing the eyes, which will be
surrounded by lighter circles in the base/ground colour giving the
impression of “spectacles”. There should be a distinct pattern-colour line
from the outer corner of the eye towards the ear, and “pencilling” on the
cheeks. A broken necklace is usually visible on the upper chest and short
multiple bars may be seen on the fore- and hind-legs, and sometimes
broken part-rings on the tail, but equally these marks may be extremely
faint or absent. A dense concentration of the pattern colour should extend
from the feet up the back of the legs to the hock joint, and light spotting on
the belly is also permissible.
Fig 13
1. Lightly shaded (tipped) hair
2. Medium

shaded

hair

3. Heavily

shaded

hair

4. Ticked hair
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Withhold Certificates and First Prize in Kittens for:
1.
2.

Uneven shading or shading so light as to be almost invisible
Excessive expression of underlying tabby pattern (Classic, Mackerel,
Spotted or Ticked) in mature adults

Faults:
1.
2.

Tarnishing on silver.
General Asian faults.

Tabby Patterns
The Shaded and Ticked (see later) patterns are closely related, the pattern
in both cases is defined by the overall appearance of the cat, not by the
tipping or ticking of the hair alone. In both cases the hairs maybe a mixture
of tipped or multiply banded. However, generally in the case of the Asian
Ticked Tabby the hair banding frequency is even, the banding frequency is
short giving the hairs multiple bands, and/or the colour banding travels well
down the hair shaft (see Fig 9), although the prevalence of wide-band
genes in all Asian varieties means that many Ticked patterned cats do not
have banding that goes far down the hair-shaft (because it is push up by
wide-banding).
The remaining tabby patterns: Classic, Mackerel and Spotted, are each
formed by markings of solid pattern colour on an agouti background. The
pattern colour in Standard Tabbies should be the same in colour and tone
to the equivalent Self or Burmese coloured cat; in Silver Tabbies the pattern
colour may lack warmth. The pattern colour in all cases should match on
head, body legs and tail; obviously in BCR colours the tone will be darker
and richer in colour on the extremities, although the difference often
appears more subtle than in non-patterned cats. There should be no
invasion of the agouti base hairs in the solid pattern markings, nor evidence
of a pattern composed largely of dark agouti hairs against a lighter agouti
ground. The pattern colour should be dense and as solid to the roots as
possible; in Silver Tabbies they should extend well down the hair, but the
lower part of the hair will be silver. The markings should show good
contrast against the agouti ground colour, but in dilute and BCR colours the
contrast between pattern and ground will be less distinct than in dominant
FE colours.
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Head Markings: A distinct “M” should be visible on the lower forehead, just
above the eyes, and behind this a clearly defined complex “scarab”, though
in Ticked Tabbies this may be more of a skullcap. There should be “eyeliner” in the appropriate pattern colour framing the eyes, which should be
surrounded by lighter “spectacles in the ground colour; there should be an
unbroken line running from the outer corner of each eye and defined
pencilling on the cheeks. The backs of the ears should have darker colour
on the outer edges in the pattern colour with a paler centre giving the
overall effect of a “thumb-print”. Asian standard tabbies may have white
hairs around the lips and on the lower jaw, and this is perfectly acceptable.
However, if this white extends onto the throat it is a fault.
Leg Markings: The legs of the Mackerel and Spotted should be barred
and/or spotted well down the legs; the Classic should be patterned with
heavier barring. Ticked Tabbies may have any degree of barring from
none, to well-defined multiple bars, although generally these do not extend
more than half-way down the legs. In all cases the darker pattern colour
should extend from the feet up the back of the leg to the hock joint.
Tail Markings: The Classic has thick complete rings along the length of the
tail. Mackerel, Spotted and Ticked Tabbies may have narrower complete
rings, or the rings may be incomplete; in the case of the Ticked Tabby the
tail may be clear of any rings. In all tabbies the tip of the tail should be solid
and of the darker pattern colour, except in Red, Cream and Apricot and in
Tortie Tabbies where a lighter tip is permitted.

Ticked
The Ticked pattern is caused by the incompletely dominant gene T, which
serves to clear the solid pattern from a tabby cat, leaving the agouti ground,
depending on the build-up of pattern clearing polygenes (see under Shaded
above). There may be some residual barring on legs and chest (necklace)
and tail.
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Fig 14

A good Ticked Tabby (Fig 14) has an even pattern of agouti hairs with
ideally two or even three bands of the darker pattern colour reaching well
down the hair-shaft (see Fig 15), however the prevalence of the wide-band
genes in the breed means that often the Asian Ticked has a coloured tip
and one or at best two bands of pattern colour which extend only part way
down the hair with clear unpatterned base colour on the lower third to half
of the shaft. This is perfectly acceptable providing the ticked pattern is
clear, well defined and evenly distributed and the overall appearance of the
cat is consistent with a Ticked Tabby.
The darker colour should be more apparent down the spine-line, shading to
the paler ground colour on the belly and inside the legs (see Fig 16). Any
necklace(s) may be broken or unbroken; the belly may be spotted and the
legs may be barred. The tail may have evidence of broken rings and often
have a continuation of the darker colour of the spine line running up the
length of the tail to the solid coloured tip.
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Fig 15

Fig 16

Fig 17

1. Black Ticked 2. Blue Ticked 3. Chocolate Ticked 4. Lilac Ticked 5. Cinnamon Ticked
6. Fawn Ticked 7. Red Ticked 8. Cream Ticked 9. Black Silver Ticked

Withhold Certificates and First Prize in Kittens for:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Incorrect ticked pattern colour or ground colour
Lack of contrast between ticked pattern and standard or silver ground colour
Light tip to tail except in Red, Cream, Apricot or Tortie Tabbies
White on lower jaw extending down the neck (except in Silver Tabbies)

Faults:
1.
2.

Tarnishing on silver.
Cold grey tone to agouti ground colour.
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Classic
The pattern markings should be clearly defined and even in colour and
tone. The ground colour and markings should be equally balanced overall.
There should be a vertical line or lines running over the back of the head
and extending to the shoulder markings, which should form the shape of
open butterfly wings as seen from above. Both the upper and lower “wings”
should be clearly defined in outline, with dots of the ground colour inside the
outline (see Fig 18). An unbroken line runs down the spine from the
butterfly to the tail, with a stripe either side of this spine line, these three
stripes being separated by stripes of the agouti ground colour. On each
flank there should be a large oyster-shaped blotch surrounded by one or
more unbroken rings.
The pattern on both sides of the cat should match with symmetrical identical
markings when viewed from the top. On the lower throat and upper chest
there should be unbroken necklaces, the more the better. The pattern on
the belly may be spotted, blotched or barred. The tail should be banded
with thick rings of pattern colour and have a solid darker coloured tip.

Fig 18
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Fig 19

9. Red Silver 8. Black Silver 7. Cream 6. Red 5. Lilac 4. Cinnamon 3. Chocolate
2. Blue 1. Black

Mackerel
Again the pattern markings should be clearly defined and contrast strongly
against the ground colour, both colours should be even in tone. There
should be a narrow unbroken line running from the back of the head down
the spine-line to the tail, on either side of which should be a broken spineline from which narrow vertical lines run down the sides of the body; these
lines should be narrow and as numerous as possible and unbroken. On the
lower throat and upper chest there should be necklaces which may be
broken or unbroken, the more the better. The belly should be spotted or
barred. The tail rings should be narrow and numerous, complete or broken,
with a solid darker coloured tip.
Fig 20

Black Mackerel Tabby Tiffanie Photo Tetsu Yamazaki
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Spotted
All pattern markings should be clear and well defined. The spots are
random and may vary in size but should be round and evenly distributed
over the body, sides and flanks. Sides need not match. They should not
run together or be linked to form short stripes, although elongated oval
spots, and/or transitional markings between spots and stripes near the
shoulders at the top of the fore-legs, are permissible. Lines extend from the
top of the head down the back of the neck, breaking into small spots on the
shoulders and along the spine, which should be broken in adults (see Fig
21), but may be solid/partially solid in kittens and young cats. The legs
have broken bracelets and/or spots extending well down the legs to the
feet. The denser concentration of colour should extend from the feet up the
back of the leg to the hock joint. On the lower throat and upper chest there
will be necklaces, which may be broken, the more the better. The belly
should be spotted. The tail shows complete or incomplete rings from the
base to the tip, which should be solid in the darker pattern colour.
Fig 21

Chocolate Spotted Silver Tabby Krissi Lundren

In Classic, Mackerel and Spotted Tabbies withhold Certificates or First Prizes
in Kitten Open Classes for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Incorrect tabby pattern, colour or ground colour
Lack of contrast between pattern and agouti or silver ground colour
Unbroken spine line in adults (Spotted Tabbies only)
Light tip to tail except in Red, Cream, Apricot or Tortie Tabbies
White on lower jaw extending down the neck (except in Silver Tabbies)

Faults:
1. Tarnishing on silver.
2. Cold grey tone to agouti ground colour.
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Guidance on judging coat (length and texture)
In all cases the coat should be clean, well groomed and well prepared for
the show bench.
All Asian Shorthairs
The coat of the Asian Shorthair is a single coat and should be short, fine
and lie close to the body (see Fig 22), although in many cases cats
appearing on the show bench have a coat that is best described as medium
short rather than short; this is perfectly acceptable.
Fig 22
The texture should be smooth
and feel like satin when one
runs a hand lightly over the
coat; the coat should be glossy
in appearance with a distinct
shine.
There should be no evidence
of a thick or double coat
reminiscent of the British or
Russian breeds, for example,
nor any trace of soft openness
or a woolly undercoat.

Tiffanie
The Tiffanie coat is also a single coat and should be fine and silky. The
coat is medium long, except over the shoulders where the coat is shorter,
and should be dense and lie flat against the body along the spine and flow
down the sides and flanks so that the outline of underlying foreign body
type is still evident. There should be no evidence thickness or of a woolly
undercoat which will serve to lift the coat away from the body spoiling the
lines. The coat should feel smooth and silky when stroked lightly with the
hand; there should be no coarseness or harshness.
The coat should lengthen down the body to form fringes or “frills” along the
lower edges of the body and under-parts. A ruff is desirable in a mature cat
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(two years plus) which should sit around the neck and shoulders forming a
mantle reminiscent of a fur stole around a woman’s shoulders. The hair on
the flanks and hind-legs form moderate breeches in a mature Tiffanie and,
all things being equal, preference should be given to a cat with ruff and
breeches. Tiffanies do not normally achieve full coat until at least 2 to 3
years old and allowance should be made for shorter coats and lack of ruff
and breeches in kittens and young adults. The tail should be well furnished
with medium long hairs to form a “plume”, but the hairs will be shorter and
the plume less full and more modest in young cats. Short to medium length
“streamers” furnish the inside of the ears and the tips of the ears should
have ear-tufts. Tufts of fur between the toes are normal and allowance
should be made for this making the paws seem larger than they really are.
(Fig 23 shows the correct coat, with ruff framing the face and tail plume).
Judges should always smooth down the coat of the Tiffanie to study the
lines of the body which should be slender, elegant and of foreign type
exactly as for all Asian varieties.
NB: Remember the balance of points is different for the Tiffanie Standard
with 20 points awarded to coat length and texture (10 points in all shorthair
Asian varieties) and 10 points for colour and pattern (20 points for other
Asian varieties)
Fig 23
Photo Tetsu Yamazaki
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Withhold Certificates or First Prizes in Kitten Open Classes for:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Too short a coat in adults
Shaggy, woolly, coarse or badly groomed coat.
Heavy boned cobby body or legs, large round paws; any tendency towards
Persian type
General Asian withholding faults.

Faults:
1.

Lack of plume, ruff or breeches in a fully mature adult.

General points and conclusion
Overleaf is a list of “Tips for New Judges”, that Asian Probationer Judges
may find helpful in assessing Asian cats and kittens, and in writing critiques.
The final pages contain a gallery of Asian cats covering all five varieties
which we hope judges will find useful as a reference.

This guide has been produced to complement the Asian Standard of
Points and in a format that is convenient to fit into the GCCF
Standards of Points ring-binder making it easy to carry and refer to
when judging Asian classes. Thank you for reading it; any
constructive comments and feedback from judges will be welcomed
by the Asian BAC.
Steve Crow
May 2009
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How breed numbers work
72-68--

Basic breed number for the Asian shorthair (Bombay)
Basic breed number of the Tiffanie (Black Self)

Colours:

Patterns:

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
j
k
m
n
fn
p
r
y

Blue
Chocolate
Lilac
Red
Black Tortie
Cream
Blue Tortie
Chocolate Tortie
Lilac Tortie
Cinnamon
Cinnamon Tortie
Caramel
Apricot
Caramel Tortie
Fawn
Fawn Tortie

38
41
42
43
44
45

Spotted Tabby
Classic Tabby
Smoke
Shaded
Mackerel Tabby
Ticked Tabby

s
q
v

Silver (Inhibitor gene)
Burmese Colour Restriction (BCR gene)
Variant

Examples:
72b Asian Chocolate Self
72 41asq Asian Blue Silver Classic Tabby with Burmese Colour Restriction
72 45d Asian Red Ticked Tabby
68 43ps Caramel Tortie Silver Shaded Tiffanie
72v Brown Asian Variant (ie Brown Burmese look-alike from Asian
parent/s; these cannot be shown, but can be used in breeding programmes)
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TIPS FOR NEW JUDGES
•

Judge the whole cat – type, coat texture, colour, pattern,
temperament & condition, paying due regard to the balance of
points between different aspects of the cat.

•

When possible view the cat when settled in the pen before
handling, this will enable you to assess ear set, eye shape and
expression, etc. when the cat is relaxed and at its ease.

•

Decide on a regular order in which to judge each cat and stick to it
– that way you will not forget any aspect when assessing and
writing your critique. For example:

Your overall impression of the
cat. Check breed number is
consistent with what you see.
Body (10) Length, balance,
muscle tone, weight, back, chest
Legs & Paws (10) Slender?
Elegant? Oval paws?
Head (15) Shape, breadth,
balance, top. Profile – depth of
skull, break, bite, chin, neck
Ears (5) Size, shape, set
Eyes (15) Size, shape & set (10)
Eye colour & rims (5)
Coat length & texture (10)
Coat colour & pattern (20) FE or
BCR? Colour tone and depth to
the roots? Silver? Degree of
shading in Shaded? Clarity &
contrast of Tabby Pattern?
Ticking?
Ground
colour?
Markings on legs, tail, chest,
face?
Tail (5) Length, thickness, shape
Condition & Temperament (10)
Tiffanie? Remember greater
emphasis on coat length &
texture (20), less relatively, on
pattern & colour (10)
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•

Most Asian cats prefer to stand on a firm surface, rather than be
held in the air by you or your steward. If the cat is unhappy or
nervous try placing a blanket from the pen on the table and placing
the cat on this – it smells familiar, is firmer and not slippery like the
table top.

•

If the cat is upset (perhaps by other cats around or by people close
by) or very nervous, try to keep it out of its pen only long enough to
assess key aspects that need to be done out of the pen, such as
view overall balance, feel weight, substance and muscle tone,
check the bite, view colour tone and clarity of pattern, check underparts for defects or white hairs, and assess tail length and balance.
Return the cat to its pen as soon as possible and finish judging
remaining aspects in this more secure environment – such as coat
texture, ears shape and placement, eye shape, set and overall
expression, profile – break, chin depth, etc., feeling for tail defects.

•

Always write your critique in the same order, using notes and
abbreviations that work for you as following the same order and
process minimises the chance that you will miss or forget to record
any aspect of the cat. Some judges like to grade a cat using
crosses, ticks, stars and/or dots to place the cat you have just
judged against those already judged in the class – this is
particularly useful if the class is large.

•

Don’t be afraid to go back and review all the cats in the class once
you have judged them and written your notes on each. This often
helps to fix them in your mind and confirm the order of placing that
you have provisionally decided as you have judged them.
Sometimes looking again at a cat now fully relaxed in its pen will
either confirm your opinion and remove any doubts, or show the cat
in a better light causing you to move it up the order of placing.

•

Where two or three cats are repeated in one or more classes in
your judge’s book, make sure you do not cross judge (ie placing
cat A above cat B in one class but reversing this order in another
class so you place B above A)
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GALLERY OF ASIAN CATS
Photo Alan Robinson

Photo Robert Fox

Brown Ticked Tabby

Chocolate Smoke with BCR

Photo Tetsu Yamazaki

Blue Shaded Silver Tiffanie with BCR
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Photo Tetsu Yamazaki
Brown Shaded Silver Tiffanie

GALLERY OF ASIAN CATS

Bombay

Red Ticked Tabby

Caramel Shaded with BCR

Photo Alan Robinson

Chocolate Self Kitten Photo Sarah Sellman
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